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Abstrak: Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menemukan jenis strategi yang digunakan oleh 
mahasiswa dalam mempelajari cara berkomunikasi dalam bahasa inggris. Dalam hal ini, 
peneliti menggunakan metode penelitian kualitatif.Sedangkan untuk mengumpulkan data 
yang dibutuhkan dalam penelitian ini peneliti menggunakan tiga cara yakni interview, 
rekaman, dan catatan lapangan. Data yang didapatkan kemudian dianalisa melalui tiga 
langkah penting yakni reduksi data, pemaparan data, dan pengambilan kesimpulan. 
Subjek penelitian yang dilibatkan dalam penelitian ini berjumlah 40 yang berasal dari 
mahasiswa semester lima. Kesimpulan yang dapat ditarik dari hasil penelitian ini adalah 
bahwa masiswa menggunakan starategi yang sangat bagus dan kreatif yang dapat 
membantu mereka dalam mempercepat proses pemahaman komunikasi bahasa inggris. 
Startegi pembelajaran yang digunakan mahasiswa antara lain adalah confirmation check, 
comprehension check, clarification check, dan self-repetition. Melalui strategi ini mereka 
berhasil meningkatkan kemampuan komunikasi mereka dalam bahasa inggris. 
Kata Kunci: Strategi belajar, Komunikasi Bahasa Inggris 
 
Abstract: This study is aimed at finding out the student`s learning strategies in English 
communication. Due to the learning strategies, researcher applied qualitative method. In 
collecting data the researcher used three procedures, interviewing, recording, and noting. 
Then data was analyzed in three ways, data reduction, data displayed, and conclusion. 
The subject consists of 40 students from the fifth semester. Finally the researcher found 
out that the strategies that the students used in learning communication was good. It 
means that the strategies can help them to improve the abilities in doing communication 
by English. It can be seen at finding of this study. The students `communication ability 
improve together with the process of teaching and learning in the classroom. There some 
strategies that they used: confirmation check, comprehension check, clarification check, 
and self-repetition. Through these strategies their mistake and also self-confident in 
expressing their ideas is better than before. 
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INTRODUCTION 
English communication ability is the 
main aim for the learner to get. As the 
foreign learner, they often evaluate their 
success in learning English when they feel 
and they have to improve in their spoken 
language proficiency. Therefore, Richard 
(1990) in his book states that, the mastery of 
speaking skill in English priority for any 
second and foreign language, then mostly the 
learners considered that are successful in  
learning English when their communication 
ability, there are some elements of teachin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
speaking that should be mustered, namely 
grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, and 
fluency.    
 These communications are integrated 
and should be taught regularly, to build the 
students` ability to communicate in the class 
or where ever they are. However, if these 
elements are not mastered lot of problem in 
communicating can be encountered. For 
example, the difficulties in pronounce the 
word can not differentiate the roles English 
conversation. Consequence, to express 
message appropriately within the overall 
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social and culture context communication are 
missing.       
 These facts are apparent in 
IkipMataramstudents, that proved when the 
first observation conducted AgusSalim, 
Tawali, and Trasne. The first research was 
conducted to answer whether the lecture and 
the students in process teaching and learning 
communicated English. Then, the result show 
that, the students communicated in two 
languages Indonesia and their own local 
language, this caused by same factors they 
have not enough vocabulary, and social 
academic environment is not conducive 
communicate by English regularly. Finally, 
the researcher concluded that the students 
and the lecturer did not communicate well in 
English as long as the teaching learning 
process.  
 Due to the previous of related 
observation, this continuation research 
examinee’s that the students’ strategies are 
the way of the student in improving their 
speaking ability. (Murcia at.al,1995) explains 
that social cultural competence refers to the 
students` pragmatic knowledge. This 
knowledge will guide the student to 
understand social cultural norms of the target 
language. While, discourse competence will 
help the students to be able to select, 
sequencing, and arrangement of words 
structure, and utterance to achieve unify a 
spoken massage. 
 She also described, that interaction 
competence will also lead the students to 
master action and conversational. The last 
competence is strategy. The ability will 
introduce the student to identify the specific 
behavior of though process that they use to 
enhance their own second language learning. 
The writer found out that, through the 
strategies that they use in their speaking 
ability especially in communication. Thus, 
the observation entitled; improving the 
students` communication competence 
through learning strategies at IKIP Mataram.                   
The statement of problem in this study is 
“What learning strategies are applied by the 
students of FPBS IKIP Mataram in 
improving their English communication 
competence”?whereas the objective of the 
study is to find out the strategies that applied 
by the students of FPBS IKIP Mataram in 
improving their communication 
competence.The finding of this study is 
expected to motivate the researcher to find 
out the proper strategies that can be applied 
in learning speaking. This study is also hoped 
can be the first way to open the next chance 
for the other researcher to get the better 
solutions in teaching English.  
RESEARCH METHOD 
This study is dealing with qualitative 
approach. It simply tries to find out the 
learning strategies that applied by the student 
to improve theirs English Communication 
competence. In other words in the study is un 
participation research, in which the 
researchers seeing, noting , and gathering the 
data without take part in the process of 
teaching and learning. (Bogdan and 
Bikley,1992:63,Rimer,2008) 
This study was conducted at English 
faculty of IKIP Mataram, the subjects are 
student of fifth semester, that consist of one 
class and they are forty students.  
The data collection was conducted from 
April 15
th
 and June  26
th
 2013,at FPBS IKIP 
Mataram in second semester of G class. 
Meanwhile, the main instrument was the 
research himself (Bogdan and Biklen,1992). 
As the means instrument the research acted 
as the observer on the process of teaching-
learning in the class, white wrote down the 
particular behaviors classroom, and the 
recorded and the verbal utterances that 
uttered by whole participants as long as the 
teaching-learning occur. In this study the, 
data where collected in some procedures, 
recording, interviewing, and looking at the 
documents. 
In doing observation the research applied 
two procedure structured and unstructured 
observation (Hopkins, 1993:100). In 
structure observation the researcher prepared 
the meeting schedule, and the filed-notes 
while, in unstructured observation research 
used the filed-notes to write the non-verbal 
data, of the participants which appeared as 
long as teaching-learning process in the class. 
The research sat down at the back of the 
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classroom and did not interact neither with 
lecturer nor with the students during the 
teaching-learning process (Spradly,1980:59)     
There are two activities that the research 
applied in this step, they are recording and 
transcribing. The process of recordingwas 
done since the first day of the observation in 
the class. The data were the teacher and 
students’ verbal   interaction. This was done 
to ensure that all interactional conversation 
as long as teaching-learning process in the 
class is captured. 
The interview was conducted in three 
periods from June 15
th
 until 26
th
 2013. The 
first and second period was done with the 
student, and the third period was conducted 
with the teacher. the interview is aimed to get 
the additional data. The material are related 
to the teaching patterns that are applied by 
the teacher, the participants’ ways in 
negotiate by using the target language 
between and other, the problem encountered 
the students to communicate by English and 
their perception about the teacher’s pattern, 
the learning materials, and their preparation 
before they come to class. 
Another way in collecting, the researcher 
also looks to the syllabus, course outline of 
speaking II (see appendix 5). These ate 
considered may help the research to get 
further information about the ways of 
teachers in manage the teaching and learning 
in the class.  In addition, the researcher uses 
camera to capture the process of teaching-
learning in the class. 
The data was analyzed in four steps: data 
collection, data reduction, data display, and 
data conclusion (Miles and Huberman, 
1984:23). This analysis was done in 
searching by doing. Its mean that, the data 
analysis was done together with data 
collection. In this process the recording of 
the students’ voice was transcript into the 
texts, and then the texts reduced dealing with 
the research problem. As the next step the 
data was displayed as findings. At the next 
chapter the elaborate. Finally, the conclusion 
was written as the answer of the observation 
question.  
This observation is aimed to apply the 
learning to develop the students’ speaking 
ability. When this proved, the method can be 
used not only in IKIP Mataram but also to all 
collage and universities in Lombok even in 
Indonesia. At the same time, it is a product of 
this research. Meanwhile, the achievement of 
indicator consist of: 1) the students’ abilities 
in communicate by English are improve. 2) 
The strategy can be used as a new way to 
teach the students for improving their ability 
in speaking. 
 
FINDING 
1. The learning strategies that used by the 
students 
  In addition to the interactional 
features performed by the teacher, the 
observation also reveals ten interactions 
futures used by the students.  These 
features are confirmation checks, 
clarification request, comprehension 
checks, self-repetition, other repetition, 
completion, self-correction, other 
correction,code switching, and translation 
as shown in the table 4.3. 
a. Confirmation check 
  This confirmation check occurred 
when the student (addressee) intended 
to show the other student or teacher 
(addressor) that addressee had 
understood the message conveyed by 
the addressor to addressee. 
Confirmation check is meaning based 
in nature, because the focus was on 
meaning rather than on from. 
b. Clarification request 
  This refers to asking someone for 
help in conversation by hesitating or 
asking for clarification on verification. 
In other word, this interactional feature 
occurred when the addressee partially 
or wholly did not understand the 
addressor’s utterance. Therefore, the 
addressee request for clarifications 
from the addressor as shown in the 
following data. 
c. Comprehension check 
  As stated in chapter one, 
comprehension checks occur when the 
addressor wants to check whether the 
addressor’s own preceding utterances 
has been understood by the addressee 
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or not. They are usually in theform of 
tag questions, repetition with rising 
intonation of all or part of the 
utterance, or by question such a do you 
understand?’ Right?’ or do you follow? 
For more illustrations data below are 
presented. 
d. Self-repetition  
  Self-repetition is the students or the 
addressor’s repetition of part or the 
whole of this or her preceding 
utterance. It is realized in the 
addressors exact or partial repetition of 
the same lexical item (s) from own 
preceding utterance, incorporated into a 
new utterance and the addressor’s 
semantic repetition. The examples of 
the data are presented below. 
e. Other Repetition 
  In this interactional feature, other 
repetition, the addressee repeats a part 
or the whole of the addressor’s 
utterance. There are two types of the 
other repetition identified : (1) 
repetition with on word and (2) 
repetition with phrase. The following 
are some example. 
f. Completion  
  To negotiation meaning in the 
international conversation the student 
also  use the device ‘completion’. 
Completion is done the addressee to 
interrupt the addressor’s utterance 
(teacher utterance or student utterance) 
which is left incomplete immediately 
preceding the addressor’s utterance 
though rising intonation and/or pause. 
The purpose is to proceed or to keep 
the interactional conversation going on. 
Based on the utterances, completion 
can be classified into: (1) completion 
by one word (2) Completion by a 
phrase, (3) Completion by a cause,and 
(4) Completion by a stance. For the 
date below as the illustration. 
g. Self-correction 
  Self-correction is and interactional 
device used by the students to correct 
their own utterances. Self-correction 
cant be classified into two kinds: (1) 
retraced false start, a type of correction 
in which correction of cored by 
repeating   a word or a phrase before 
the part corrected and (2) utterance 
false start, a kind of self-correction in 
which no repetition on a word or a 
phrase is done before the part 
corrected. Further illustration, the 
following data  
h. Other correction 
  Other correction is another kind of 
error correction done by the addressee 
to the addressor’s utterance containing 
error. It occurs  when the addressor’s 
utterance is perceived    to contain 
error, then the addressor’s utterance is 
perceived  to contain errors, then the 
addressee realize the addressor’s wrong 
utterance which needs to be corrected 
by the addressee. The utterance that 
needs correction is called ‘trouble 
source’ or the source of errors 
consisting of a) grammatical errors, b) 
wrong choice of words, and c) 
phonological errors.    
i. Code-switching 
  Code-switching is the use of the 
mother tongue by the students when 
they find difficult in interactional 
conversation in the target language. It 
is intended to overcome longer pause 
by the addressor and to request for help 
from the addressee of what to say in the 
the target language. The data are 
illustration below. 
j. Expansion 
  Expansion is another strategy used by 
the students to clarify meaning to take 
their listener understands their 
utterances. This can be done by: 1) 
adding meanings  to a word,a phrase or 
a sentence, 2) giving a synonym to the 
previous word in man utterance, and 3) 
adding more words to a word or a 
phrase in an utterance. Data which are 
displayed below as the illustration. 
2. Overcoming The Students’ Silence 
The lecturer sometimes fails to evoke 
students’ responses. There are some 
occasions where the students give no 
response to the teacher’s elicitations. For 
the illustrations data is presented below. 
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       T: hi, students  do you understand to 
whate I am talking about. This 
expressions is followed funny body 
language. 
 SS: yes sir, (while laughing) 
       T: ok now keep attention to the topic. 
 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
A. Conclusion 
 This study is aimed at find out the 
students` learning strategies that they 
applied as long as teaching learning 
process. There are some strategies that 
were applied by them; confirmation 
check, clarification, repeat, 
comprehension check, self-repetition, 
completion, other correction, code-
switching, expansion, all of these 
strategies could change the student 
communication abilities at the end of the 
research. These strategies seem change the 
students` ability especially in speaking 
confident in uttering their ideas than 
before. Unfortunately, they did not use the 
strategies consistent, so the result of this 
research is not maximum. 
 
B. Suggestion  
 In term of student strategies in improving 
the speaking ability, there are two 
suggestions the researcher need to deliver 
to both student and learner. Dealing with 
the strategy the student applied as long as 
the research conducted is good, and it is 
proved by the interaction at the end of the 
data collection. However, the students did 
not use those strategies continuously; it 
can be seen from their daily interaction in 
class. Most of the languages are dominant 
Indonesia and sasak. Therefore, they are 
speaking English when they are learning 
and discussing with the lecturer. Then, the 
researcher suggests the lecturer also need 
to give the student a kind of task that will 
encourage the students to practice their 
English everyday.    
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